MOVING MOUNTAINS: ARTIST DAVID SHORT
By Jocelyn Whitfield-Babcock

M

any artists have day jobs to make
ends meet. Several put their art on hold
between adolescence and empty nesting.
“Back then, I was just trying to be the
best father I could be.” His profession in
sales provided the necessities to support
his family—having raised two successful
children into adulthood, the dedication
of he and his wife is clear.
Short’s son finished his PhD, is a
professor at a university in Michigan,
and is affianced to a pediatrician. Seven
years ago, Short’s daughter went on a
mission to Uganda—the duration was
supposed to be six months. When the
term came to an end, she phoned home
to say she would be staying. With 16
dollars in her pocket, she planned how to
find the necessities for children in need.
Her efforts created a school for 100 kids,
including an accelerated private school,
and foster homes for street kids.
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Short has raised funds for his daughter’s
and other charities by donating proceeds
from art shows. His philanthropy has
reached Starchild, a Scottish charity that
assists in the well-being of vulnerable
young children and women in Uganda;
Doors Ministries of Uganda to inspire
and empower the Ugandan community;
and Easterseals to provide opportunities
for people of all ages, with a wide range
of disabilities, to achieve their full
potential.
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T

he spirit of the world wide web
is to bring together and connect
people who would not ordinarily
meet. This networking tool is used
to share information, communicate,
and organize groups. Over the past
couple of decades, artists from around
the globe have found a platform to
interact in new and exciting ways.
This is true of David Short, a Virginia
contemporary realist oil painter. A
member of multiple Facebook groups,
he is fast becoming a household name
in the online artist community.
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Similar to numerous professional
artists, Short had no formal training.
In middle school, his parents saw
a talent and placed him in one
painting class normally reserved for
adults. That was the extent of art for
Short’s younger years.
In his secondary education, Short
majored in journalism at the
University of Richmond to “learn
how to tell the truth,” but as a
postgraduate, was employed as an
advertising salesman and became

“a professional liar.” Now, through
his realism paintings, he is “back to
trying to tell the truth.”
Eight years ago, Short purchased
a paint set and took a multi-media
class taught by Christopher Wynn,
winner of over 65 national and
international awards. His talent as
a youth remained with him. Still
the salesman by training, he asked
a local wine shop to display his art
and “one thing led to another.”

Short’s generosity and talent have
created a wide reach for his art, now
displayed in the four continents of:
Europe, Africa, Australia, and across
North America. “What I do to help feed
a hungry child enhances my abilities and
inspiration.”
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S

hort also has a piece curated at a railroad
art museum in Wisconsin. “Trains are a
soulful experience for me.” He even jokes
that “every few months a train painting is
expected” from him.
As a contemporary realist painter, Short
belongs to a photo cooperative in which
photographers donate pictures to artists
to inspire landscapes. Short uses up to
eight photos for each painting and decides
how to alter the images. “I move trees,
mountains, and skies,” while maintaining an
unembellished depiction of nature.
Though the 20th century promoted abstract
art, realism has noticed a recent resurgence
in the art world. Curators and customers are
drawn to works so accurately depicted that
they closely resemble the observed world.
True to his trade, Short’s detail brings his
paintings to life.

“David is a well-versed painter
working in a variety of genres. His
paintings are technically accurate,
beautifully designed, and expressive
in their feeling. Chief among David’s
work are his seductive landscapes.”
- C. Jos Biviano, nationally recognized Fine Artist and Historian
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C

ontemporary artists use more
conventional techniques in a variety
of new ways, such as blocking-in
and underpainting. “I am motivated
by light. I like the understated drama
light creates in my paintings.” Light
is the best tool for realism. When
artists observe the way light behaves
in nature, they create realistic art.
Balance is key. Too much light
makes a painting appear flat. The
correct amount creates colors and
shapes that spring from the canvas.
A majority of Short’s paintings are
scenes in and around his hometown
of Richmond, VA. Richmond was
named the “Most Artistic Mid-Sized
City in America” by Trip.com.
Coming in at number two was the
Northwest’s own Boise, ID—with
Tacoma, WA rounding out the top
at number eight. Spokane, WA was
listed at number 31. The metrics
used were: number of museums,
number of art galleries, number of
art schools, number of art supply
stores, and number of performing
arts venues.
When the conversation in the Inland
Northwest turns toward how to
support emerging artists in order to
encourage residency and produce art
in our community, the metrics from
the Trip.com survey clearly identify
what artists need to thrive: supplies,
education, affordable venues, and
patronage.
David describes Richmond’s vibrant
art community as a village. “The
artists share camaraderie and support
each other, creating a town within
the city.” With numerous art galleries
and performing arts venues, the city
has drawn large exhibits, such as
Edvard Munch, Rodin,Van Gogh,
Manet, Matisse, Rembrandt, and
Picasso.
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Not all the oil on canvas paintings
sold by Short are Virginia-based. A
recent interest in scenes from western
USA are evident, and there are more
works forthcoming. During autumn
of 2017, Short and his wife traveled
a “lap around the United States,” to
see Yellowstone, Yosemite, and Grand
Canyon national parks. “Twenty
states, nine trains, ten trams and
many wonderful hotels, meals, and
Uber drivers—all provided a flawless
highlight film of our amazing country.”
During the two-week vacation, Short
took numerous photographs and
returned with rough sketches and ideas
for future paintings.

Referencing Thomas Moran’s The
Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone,
a 7’x12’ painting of Lower Falls
hanging at the Smithsonian, Short
says “I’ve got ammunition to paint
that waterfall!”
Bella Arte Gallery represents Short
and he has an event opening there in
January 2018, at 3734 Winterfield
Road, Midlothian, VA or check him
out online https://www.bella-arte.
com/david-short. See which groups
Short is part of on Facebook by
following Dave’s Landscapes and
More https://www.facebook.com/
profile.php?id=100008006082734
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